Low level exposures to organophosphorus esters may cause neurotoxicity.
A large number of published studies support the notion that long term, low level (LTLL) exposure to organophosphorus (OP) esters may cause neurological and neurobehavioral effects. In order to differentiate these from other effects of OP such as the acute cholinergic episodes, intermediate syndrome and organophosphate induced delayed neuropathy (OPIDN), the term Chronic Organophosphate Induced Neuropsychiatric Disorder (COPIND) will be used purely for the ease of reference. The question addressed in this particular review is whether LTLL exposure to OP may produce neurotoxicity. The profile and the degree of overlap of the various components of COPIND have been addressed elsewhere and description of the possible mechanisms for COPIND is outside the scope of this article. COPIND can be classified under two headings; those produced following one or more acute clinical cholinergic episodes, and those produced without such preceding attacks. With regards to the first group, there are a total of 11 studies, all of which support the existence of a positive link between exposure to OP and neurotoxicity; six of these studies comprise descriptions of large numbers of cases without controls while five additional studies employ controls. Appearance of neurotoxicity does not seem to be related to the number or the intensity of acute cholinergic attacks. With regards to the second group, three types of studies can be identified. Firstly, there are five studies using experimental animals, all of which showed a positive link between OP and neurotoxicity. Secondly, a total of seven case studies without controls, some involving large numbers of patients, concluded that there is a positive link between OP and neurotoxicity. Thirdly, 19 studies investigated such a link using cases and control groups. Of these, 15 studies (about 80%) showed a positive link and only four failed to identify any link between OP and neurotoxicity. Annotation of all the 19 studies according to ideal set of criteria showed that only a few of these comply with the rules of excellence and all of these few showed a positive link. Furthermore, the only study carried out blind without the identification of subjects or controls, showed a positive link between OP and neurotoxicity. This blind study estimated the overall incidence of a form of neurotoxicity in people exposed to OP to be about 40 times higher than in the general population. The type of neurological involvement was unique and different from OP induced syndromes previously described. The profile of the neurological involvement was similar to that in COPIND whether or not preceded by acute cholinergic episodes, thus providing further evidence that these two neuropathies probably share a similar mechanism. There is a characteristic pattern of involvement of 15 functional indices of the autonomic nervous system examined in our laboratory. There are, in addition, preferential anatomical sites of target organs affected, selective preservation of cholinergic function within the same neuropathy-positive site, and evidence of mal-function of cardiac chemoreceptors in patients exposed to OP. The peripheral nerve involvement in OP exposure is predominantly sensory in nature affecting both small and large fibre populations. Neurobehavioral involvement of mainly cognitive dysfunction and other features are also described in other studies. The weight of current evidence is therefore very much in favor of the motion that chronic low-level exposure to OP produces neurotoxicity. Criticisms levelled against this motion are unfounded and probably misconceived.